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One’s ‘Passion’ (which he actually 
produced with DJ T) and Terranova’s 
‘Paris Is For Lovers’, the revellers are in 
the palm of his hand. 
Exploring the rest of the venue, we fi nd 
another large room, pumping the music 
from the main-room through it; behind 
that is the back room, a chill-out area 
painted with lurid neon murals, a funky 
breakout space with an arcade grabber 
machine fi lled with weird, freaky treats 
where heads are taking a breather or 
smoking. As the night goes on we’re 
swept up in the madness and make new 
friends. The vibe is decidedly counter-
cultural; there’s a sense that you’re in on 
something special, unique, shielded 
from the view of the mainstream and 
above all, vividly creative and alive. And 
it turns out that Asylum’s look and feel is 
infl uenced, at least in part, by another 
non-conformist North American 
institution: Burning Man.
“Asylum’s not the fl ashiest place, it only 
holds like 175 people. But people can 
just tell the amount of love put into the 
place, this zany, off-the-wall, Burning 
Man-inspired venue,” says Willis. 
“Burning Man is a really big inspiration 
to the place. We’ve thrown parties there 
for the last three years. The fi rst year we 
did a party at Burning Man it was with 
Magda, Mathew Jonson, Konrad Black 
and Troy Pierce. It was amazing. It was 
the fi rst year I went there.”

RESIDENTS
The aforementioned friendliness of the 
club is one thing that’s particularly 
striking. Going to Asylum feels like 
coming home; you’re instantly inducted 
into the family. This is something that 
Asylum has worked hard to foster, and 
it’s begun to pay dividends, with the 
crowd not only increasingly clued-up, 
but beginning to put the residents onto 
new sounds they’ve discovered 
themselves from a new generation of 
Hawaiian electronic talent.
“Everyone kind of knows each other, it’s 
really tight-knit. It’s like a family,” 
opines Bernie’s Diction. “To see Asylum 
grow as much as it has is really inspiring, 
to have some random person [in the 
crowd] come up and say, ‘Check this out, 
this is some music I found!’  That’s 
awesome. 90% of the time it’s awesome 

music. They’re educating me now, we’re 
reciprocating the movement. It’s unlike 
any other scenes I’ve been a part of.”
Bernie’s Diction is just one of the core 
team of residents. Originally from 
Hawaii, he and his brother and fellow DJ 
Fathom (Adam) grew up in Arizona, 
where they were fi rst exposed to dance 
music at massive desert raves put on by 
local promoters Sound Factory, before 
moving back to Hawaii, where they 
began gigging around the islands 
(Kauai, etc), but mostly in Honolulu at a 
club called Epix. 
Loic Tambay hails from Switzerland but 
moved to Honolulu when he was 12, 
discovering dance music through raves 
held there when he was 14. Initially into 
trance, he later refi ned his tastes and 
today plays “…deeper, a little dark and 
sexy at the same time. Afterhours, a slo 
mo vibe. Right now I really like Gregory 
Thyme’s music, really deep, vocally 
sometimes, stuff that’s melodic with 
chuggy basslines, like the Visionquest 
guys”.

Darren Zane was born and raised in 
Hawaii, but had his dance music 
epiphany on a trip to Ibiza. Buying CDJs 
soon after, it was “…a natural 
progression, from being a fan and 
watching, standing in front of the booth 
watching the DJ, and wanting to learn 
how to DJ”. One of the core residents 
and investors in Asylum, Darren leads 
the way when it comes to the club’s 
booking policy.
Russell ‘Russoul’ Trent also originally 
hails from the island chain. He was 
exposed to electronic beats when his 
cousins took him to a club in 2001; 
three months later, he was DJing 
himself, having quickly mastered mixing 
on turntables. Andrew Koch aka Cryptik 
is from Pennsylvania but was stationed 
in Honolulu after joining the military; 
previously into house music (“…Nigel 
Richards, 611 Records”), his taste for it 
was reignited after a colleague dragged 
him out to Hawaiian clubs. 

RECORD LABEL
Chris Chartier, aka Hi-C, hails from 
Providence, Rhode Island on the East 
Coast. Like Andrew, he was also formerly 
in the military. When stationed on 

Oahu, he was exposed to dance music 
and hasn’t looked back since; the most 
accomplished producer of the collective, 
one of his tracks will be the fi rst release 
on the crew’s new label Asylum 
Afterhours Records, accompanied by a 
remix from Dirtybird’s J Phlip. The label 
is the next step in expanding the reach 
and rep of the club and pushing each of 
the residents as artists in their own 
right. Recording collectively as 
Mysterypack, they seem determined to 
cultivate a singular stamp of personality 
analogous to other US success stories 
like Visionquest or Claude VonStroke’s 
aforementioned imprint. And with a fully 
equipped recording studio set-up in one 
of the (off-limits) rooms in the venue, 
the music springing from there, to be 
released on the imprint, is just another 
example of how the club is the nucleus 
of Asylum’s collective creative 
endeavours. 
“We want to put the word out about 
Asylum. The residents are all working on 
their own original music, we have all our 
original stuff ready,” Willis reveals. 

LOIC 
TAMBAY
FROM: 
Switzerland
PLAYS: “I like to 
play deeper, a 
little dark and 
sexy at the same 
time.”
GIGS: Asylum, 
Lotus Soundbar, 
Cabanas Pool 
Ohana, Black 
Rock City 
(Nevada)

CRYPTIK 
(ANDREW KOCH)
FROM: 
Pennsylvania
PLAYS: Previously 
a drum & bass DJ, 
he shifted 
allegiance to 
house and techno 
and nows techy, 
deep and funky
GIGS: Evolutions, 
Casa, Asylum

RUSSOUL 
(RUSSELL 
TRENT)
FROM: Hawaii
PLAYS: “I like 
Guy Gerber, John 
Digweed, Giom. 
Really sexy 
house music.”
GIGS: Asylum
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